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ABSTRACT

Described is a method and device for multi-source control of an intelligent miniature projector. With the method, connection of intelligent miniature projector equipment with multiple UEs is established; after a projection request sent by a first UE is received, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected, a switching confirmation prompt is sent to the second UE; and after the second UE's consent for switching is received, the current projection process is stopped, a response to the projection request of the first UE is made, and played content of the first UE is projected.
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Fig. 1

- **S100**: Connection of intelligent miniature projector equipment with multiple UEs is established.

- **S101**: After a projection request sent by a first UE is received, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected, a switching confirmation prompt is sent to the second UE.

- **S102**: After the second UE's consent for switching is received, the current projection process is stopped, a response to the projection request of the first UE is made and played content of the first UE is projected.

Fig. 2

- **20**: Connection module
- **21**: Intelligent processing module
- **22**: Projecting module
Fig. 3

S300: Connection of intelligent miniature projector equipment with multiple UEs is established.

S301: A projection request is sent by a first UE to the intelligent miniature projector equipment.

S302: The intelligent miniature projector equipment receives the projection request sent by the first UE.

S303: Is played content of a second UE being projected?
   - Yes: S304: A switching confirmation prompt is sent by the intelligent miniature projector equipment to the second UE.
   - No: S308: The intelligent miniature projector equipment directly responds to the projection request of the first UE and projects the played content of the first UE.

S305: The second UE determines whether to consent to switch and sends the intelligent miniature projector equipment consent or refusal for switching.
   - Refusal: S307: After receiving the second UE's refusal for switching, the intelligent miniature projector equipment continues projecting the played content of the second UE, and sends the first UE a projection refusal response.
   - Consent: S306: After receiving the second UE's consent for switching, the intelligent miniature projector equipment stops projecting the content being projected, responds to the projection request of the first UE and projects played content of the first UE.
METHOD AND DEVICE FOR MULTI-SOURCE CONTROL OF INTELLIGENT MINIATURE PROJECTOR

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of intelligent miniature projectors, and in particular to a method and device for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector.

BACKGROUND

At present, projector equipment applies widely to various aspects of daily life. With development and advance of science and technology, projector equipment is being increasingly specialized. High-Definition, and full-featured to meet a demand for specialization; on the other hand becomes increasingly intelligent, miniature, and portable to meet a demand for use in multiple occasions. In a practical application, the intelligent miniature projector equipment too applies gradually to daily life.

With intellectualization of projector equipment, interaction and modes of connection between other user equipment (UE) and the intelligent miniature projector equipment become increasingly diversified. The modes of connection mainly include: a wired connection based on an external interface, which has been used first and tends to be limited by hardware and User Interface (UI) design of a UE; and a wireless connection based on various protocol standards, which demands use of no physical line and is convenient and flexible, independent of UI design of a UE. With such a wireless connection, simultaneous connection to multiple different UEs may be implemented. Simultaneous connection to multiple UEs may render wider and more flexible application of the intelligent miniature projector equipment. In this case, however, an issue of coordination of multiple UEs connected simultaneously must be addressed.

A main focus in related art is to establish connection and sharing of one-to-one projector-played content between the intelligent miniature projector equipment and a UE, instead of implementing switch of connection of multiple different UEs to the intelligent miniature projector equipment.

SUMMARY

In view of this, it is desired that an embodiment herein provides a method and device for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector.

An embodiment herein provides a method for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector, applying to intelligent miniature projector equipment connected to multiple User Equipments (UE). The method includes:

- after receiving a projection request sent by a first UE, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected, sending the second UE a switching confirmation prompt; and
- after receiving the second UE’s consent for switching, stopping projecting the content being projected, sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and projecting played content of the first UE.

The method may further include: after receiving the second UE’s refusal for switching, continuing projecting the played content of the second UE, and sending the first UE a refusal refusing the projection request.

The method may further include: when it is detected that no content is being projected, directly sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and projecting the played content of the first UE.

The intelligent miniature projector equipment may be connected to the multiple UEs using a wireless mode including but not limited to WIFI, BT, DLNA, and WIFI Display.

The switching confirmation prompt may be sent in an aurally or visually perceivable form.

An embodiment herein further provides a device for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector. The device includes a connection module, an intelligent processing module, and a projecting module.

The connection module may be configured for establishing connection to multiple User Equipments (UE).

The intelligent processing module may be configured for:
- after receiving a projection request sent by a first UE, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected by the projecting module, sending the second UE a switching confirmation prompt; and after receiving the second UE’s consent for switching, transferring both the projection request sent by the first UE and the second UE’s consent for switching to the projecting module.

The projecting module may be configured for: after receiving the projection request of the first UE and the second UE’s consent for switching transferred by the intelligent processing module, stopping projecting the content being projected, sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and projecting played content of the first UE.

The intelligent processing module may be configured for:
- after receiving the second UE’s refusal for switching, sending the first UE a response refusing the projection request and transferring the second UE’s refusal for switching to the projecting module.

The projecting module may be configured for: after receiving the second UE’s refusal for switching transferred by the intelligent processing module, continuing projecting the played content of the second UE.

The intelligent processing module may be configured for:
- when it is detected that the projecting module is idle and is projecting no content, transferring the received projection request sent by the first UE to the projecting module.

The projecting module may be configured for: after receiving the projection request sent by the first UE transferred by the intelligent processing module, directly sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and projecting the played content of the first UE.

The connection module may be configured for:
- establishing connection to the multiple UEs using a wireless mode including but not limited to WIFI, BT, DLNA, and WIFI Display.

The intelligent processing module may be configured for:
- sending the switching confirmation prompt to the second UE in an aurally or visually perceivable form.

With a method and device for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein, intelligent miniature projector equipment is connected to multiple UEs; after a projection request sent by a first UE is received, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected, a switching confirmation prompt is sent to the second UE; and after the second UE’s consent for switching is received, the current projection process is stopped, a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE is sent to the first UE and played content of the first UE is projected, thus implementing
flexible switch of the intelligent miniature projector equipment between multiple different UEs, thereby improving projection efficiency.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of implementing a method for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a device for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 3 is a specific flowchart of implementing a method for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In an embodiment herein, connection of intelligent miniature projector equipment with multiple UEs is established; after a projection request sent by a first UE is received, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected, a switching confirmation prompt is sent to the second UE; and after the second UE’s consent for switching is received, the current projection process is stopped, and a response consenting to the projection request is sent to the first UE to project played content of the first UE.

In a practical application, there may be two kinds of projection requests sent by the first UE.

A projection request sent by the first UE may include a played file to be projected. In this case, the played file has been received, in responding to the projection request of the first UE and projecting the played content of the first UE, the intelligent miniature projector equipment may directly send the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and project the played file of the first UE.

Alternatively, a projection request sent by the first UE may include no played file to be projected. In this case in responding to the projection request of the first UE and projecting the played content of the first UE, while responding to the projection request of the first UE, the intelligent miniature projector equipment has to send the first UE a played file acquiring request; and may receive and then project and play a file sent by the first UE.

In specific description below, an embodiment herein is elaborated with an example of a projection request sent by the first UE that includes a played file to be projected.

Here, the UE may be a mobile phone, a TV set, a multimedia computer, a multimedia board, an internet node, a communicator, a PC, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a digital camera, a digital camcorder, an MP3 player, an MP4 player or any combination thereof.

Here, the first UE and the second UE each are one of intelligent UEs connected to the intelligent miniature projector equipment. The first UE sends the intelligent miniature projector equipment a projection request. The second UE is currently using the intelligent miniature projector equipment to project and play content.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of implementing a method for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein. As shown in FIG. 1, a method for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein may include steps as follows.

In step S100, connection of intelligent miniature projector equipment with multiple UEs is established.

Here, the intelligent miniature projector equipment may be connected to the multiple UEs using a wireless mode including, but not limited to, WIFI, BT, DLNA, WIFI Display, etc.

In step S101, after a projection request sent by a first UE is received, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected, a switching confirmation prompt is sent to the second UE.

Here, the projection request sent by the first UE may include the to-be-projected played file of the first UE.

The detection may be implemented as follows: an intelligent processing module in the intelligent miniature projector equipment may detect, through information exchange, whether a projecting module is projecting the played content of the second UE.

Here, the switching confirmation prompt may be sent in an aurally or visually perceivable form. In addition, an interface provides consent and refusal options to be selected by the user of the second UE.

When it is detected that no content is being projected, a direct response consenting to the projection request of the first UE is sent to the first UE to project the played content of the first UE.

In step S102, after the second UE’s consent for switching is received, the current projection process is stopped, a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE is sent to the first UE and played content of the first UE is projected.

When the second UE’s refusal for switching is received, projection of the played content of the second UE continues, and a response refusing the projection request is sent to the first UE.

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a device for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein. As shown in FIG. 2, a device for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein may include a connection module 20, an intelligent processing module 21, and a projecting module 22.

The connection module 20 may be configured for establishing connection to multiple UEs.

Here, the connection module 20 may establish connection to the multiple UEs using a wireless mode including, but not limited to, WIFI, BT, DLNA, WIFI Display, etc.

The intelligent processing module 21 may be configured for: after receiving a projection request sent by a first UE, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected by the projecting module 22, sending the second UE a switching confirmation prompt; and after receiving the second UE’s consent for switching, transferring both the projection request sent by the first UE and the second UE’s consent for switching to the projecting module 22.

Here, the projection request sent by the first UE may include the to-be-projected played file of the first UE.

Here, the intelligent processing module 21 may send the switching confirmation prompt to the second UE in an aurally or visually perceivable form. In addition, an interface provides consent and refusal options to be selected by the user of the second UE.

The projecting module 22 may be configured for: after receiving the projection request of the first UE and the second UE’s consent for switching transferred by the intelligent processing module 21, stopping projecting the content being projected, sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and projecting played content of the first UE.
The intelligent processing module 21 may be configured for: when it is detected that the projecting module 22 is idle and is projecting no content, transferring the received projection request sent by the first UE to the projecting module 22. The projecting module 22 may be configured for: after receiving the projection request sent by the first UE transferred by the intelligent processing module 21, directly sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and projecting the played content of the first UE.

The intelligent processing module 21 may be configured for: after receiving the second UE's refusal for switching, sending the first UE a response refusing the projection request and transferring the second UE's refusal for switching to the projecting module 22. The projecting module 22 may be configured for: after receiving the second UE's refusal for switching transferred by the intelligent processing module 21, continuing projecting the played content of the second UE.

In a practical application, the connection module 20, the intelligent processing module 21, the projecting module 22 may be implemented by a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a Micro-Processing unit (MPU), a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), or a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) located at the intelligent miniature projector equipment.

Fig. 3 is a specific flowchart of implementing a method for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein. As shown in Fig. 3, a method for controlling multiple sources of an intelligent miniature projector according to an embodiment herein may include steps as follows.

In step S300, connection of intelligent miniature projector equipment with multiple UEs is established.

In step S301, a projection request is sent by a first UE to the intelligent miniature projector equipment.

In step S302, the intelligent miniature projector equipment receives the projection request sent by the first UE.

In step S303: the intelligent miniature projector equipment determines whether played content of a second UE is being projected. When played content of a second UE is being projected, the flow goes to step S304; otherwise, when no content is being projected, the flow goes to step S308.

In step S304, a switching confirmation prompt is sent by the intelligent miniature projector equipment to the second UE.

Here, the switching confirmation prompt may be implemented in an aurally or visually perceivable form. In addition, an interface provides consent and refusal options to be selected by the user of the second UE.

In step S305, the second UE determines whether to consent to switch and sends the intelligent miniature projector equipment consent or refusal for switching. When the second UE consents to switch, the flow goes to step S306. When the second UE refuses to switch, the flow goes to step S307.

In step S306, after receiving the second UE’s consent for switching, the intelligent miniature projector equipment stops projecting the content being projected, sends the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE in step S301 and projects played content of the first UE. The flow ends.

In step S307, after receiving the second UE’s refusal for switching, the intelligent miniature projector equipment continues projecting the played content of the second UE, and sends the first UE a response refusing the projection request. The flow ends.

In step S308, the intelligent miniature projector equipment directly sends the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE and projects the played content of the first UE.

What described are merely embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosure.

The invention claims:

1. A method for controlling multiple sources of a projector, applying to projector equipment connected wirelessly to multiple User Equipments (UE); the method comprising: after receiving a projection request sent by a first UE, when detecting that played content of a second UE is being projected by the projector equipment, sending, by the projector equipment, the second UE a switching confirmation prompt; after receiving the second UE’s consent for switching, stopping, by the projector equipment, projecting the content of the second UE being projected, sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE; and projecting played content of the first UE;

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the projector equipment is connected to the multiple UEs using a wireless mode comprising but not limited to WIFI, BT, DECA, and WIFI Display.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the switching confirmation prompt is sent in an aurally or visually perceivable form.

4. A projector equipment, comprising:

- at least one hardware processor;
- a non-transitory computer-readable medium storing computer readable instructions executable by the at least one hardware processor, wherein the at least one hardware processor is configured for:
- establishing wireless connection to multiple User Equipments (UE);

after receiving a projection request sent by a first UE, when it is detected that played content of a second UE is being projected by the projector equipment, sending the second UE a switching confirmation prompt;

after receiving the second UE’s consent for switching, stopping projecting the content of the second UE being projected, sending the first UE a response consenting to the projection request of the first UE; and

when detecting that no content is being projected by the projector equipment, directly sending the first UE a response refusing the projection request; and

5. The projector equipment according to claim 4, wherein the at least one hardware processor is configured for estab-
lishing connection to the multiple UEs using a wireless mode comprising but not limited to WiFi, BT, DLNA, and WiFi Display.

6. The projector equipment according to claim 4, wherein the at least one hardware processor is configured for sending the switching confirmation prompt to the second UE in an aurally or visually perceivable form.